
A Model-Based Clustering Approah to DataRedution for Atuarial ModellingDr Adrian O'Hagan and Mr Colm Ferrari, MS.Shool of Mathematial Sienes, University College DublinIn assoiation with Mr Craig Reynolds (Prinipal and Consulting Atuary) andMr Avi Freedman (Prinipal Atuary) at Milliman, Seattle.1 IntrodutionIn the reent past, atuarial modelling has migrated from deterministi approahestowards the use of stohasti senarios. Suh projetions are useful to an insurerwho wishes to examine the distribution of emerging earnings aross a range offuture eonomi and mortality senarios. The use of nested stohasti proessesdramatially inreases the required run time for suh models. Computationalsavings are possible using a ompressed version of the original data in the stohastimodel. This involves the synthesis of �model points�: a relatively small numberof poliies that represent the data at large. Traditionally this has been ahievedusing variations on the distane-to-nearest-neighbour and k-means nonparametrilustering approahes. The aim of this researh is to investigate how model-basedlustering an be applied to atuarial data sets to produe high quality modelpoints for stohasti projetions.2 DataMilliman have provided a data set ontaining 110, 000 variable annuity poliies,eah with over 100 variables. As loation variables Milliman ompiled a set ofrevenue, expense and bene�t present values for eah annuity poliy, aross a rangeof 5 eonomi senarios. The poliy size variable is total aount value in fore.3 MethodsThe weighted distane to nearest-neighbour algorithm used by Milliman is:1. De�ne the importane of eah poliy as its size multiplied by its Eulideandistane to nearest neighbour aross its loation variables.1



2. Identify the least important poliy and merge it with its nearest neighbour.The merged poliy has size equal to the sum of the merging poliy sizes andloation variables equal to those of the larger of the merging poliies.3. Realulate importane values for all poliies and repeat the proess untilthe desired number of poliies remain.4. Identify the poliies mapped to eah luster and alulate their mean loa-tion. The original poliy in eah luster nearest to this entre is saled upfor the size of all poliies in the luster as a representative `model point'.The nonparametri approah above an be amended to operate within a prob-abilisti framework. Rather than using weighted distane to nearest neighbourto iteratively merge ells and produe lusters; the lusters are instead identi�edusing mixtures of multivariate Gaussian distributions. This proess an be au-tomated to inorporate the poliy importane information using the me.weightedstep within the R pakage mlust. The original poliy losest to the theoretialmean of eah luster is again saled up to re�et the size of all poliies in theluster and identi�ed as a representative model point. This model-based luster-ing approah is initialised using a partial run of the distane to nearest neighbouralgorithm to allow for observations with loation variables originally valued at 0.An advantage of the parametri model-based approah is that the resultantlustering has an assoiated likelihood value. This an be used to ontrol for thepresene of strong positive orrelation among loation variables shared aross the
5 eonomi senarios present. Rather than analyse the data olletively, the dataorresponding to eah senario an be lustered separately and the �nal modelpoints alulated using Bayesian model averaging aross the senario outomes.4 Results and ConlusionsTo test the results, the model-based lustering approah is ompared with theweighted nearest neighbours Milliman approah at various levels of ompression,namely 50, 250, 1000, 2500 and 5000model points. The model points are employedin a range of stohasti foreasts using Milliman's atuarial priing model. Themodel-based lustering approah is demonstrated to provide strong foreast per-formane, omparable to or better than the Milliman weighted nearest neighboursapproah, at all levels of data ompression tested. The model-based lusteringompressed data foreasts are additionally very lose to those generated usingthe seriatim (full) data. Furthermore, the Bayesian model averaging approah tosynthesising model points suessfully overomes the issue of positive orrelationamong loation variables when eonomi senarios are analysed olletively.2
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